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On a Number of Poisson Matrices in Bang-Bang 
Representations for 3 x 3 Embeddable Matrices 
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Communicated by T. L. Lai 
We give a counterexample to the Strong Bang-Bang Conjecture according to 
which any 3 x 3 embeddable matrix can be expressed as a product of six Poisson 
matrices. We exhibit a 3 x 3 embeddable matrix which can be expressed as a 
product of seven but not six Poisson matrices. We show that an embeddable 
3 x 3 matrix P with det P > i can be expressed as a product of at most six Poisson 
matrices and give necessary and sufficient conditions for a 3 x 3 stochastic matrix 
P with det P >, i to be embeddable. For an embeddable 3 x 3 matrix P with det 
P ( Q we give a new bound for the number of Poisson matrices in its Bang-Bang 
representation. 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper is the continuation of the work on the embedding problem for 
Markov chains with three states contained in Frydman [ 1, 21. 
A nonsingular stochastic matrix P is called embeddable if there exists a 
two-parameter family of stochastic matrices (P(s, t) 0 < s < t < +a, ) 
satisfying 
P(s, t) = P(s, u)P(u, t) (0 < s < u < t>, 
IjiP(s, t) = l~v P(s, t) = I 
and such that P(0, 1) = P. 
The embedding problem is concerned with characterizing the stochastic 
matrices that are embeddable, i.e., that can occur as transition matrices in 
nonhomogeneous Markov chains. Reformulation of the embedding problem 
by Goodman [4] led to the important characterization of embeddable 
matrices given in Johansen [6]: A nonsingular stochastic matrix P is embed- 
dable iff it can be approximated by a finite product of Poisson matrices. A 
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Poisson matrix is an elementary stochastic matrix with at most one positive 
off-diagonal element. 
For 3 x 3 stochastic matrices Johansen and Ramsey [7] proved that any 
embeddable matrix can be expressed as afinite product of Poisson matrices, 
i.e., it admits a Bang-Bang representation, and showed that an embeddable 
matrix P with 1/2k Q det P < 1/2k-‘, k = 1, 2, 3,..., can be expressed as a 
product of at most 6k Poisson matrices. However, the problem of finding 
examples of embeddable 3 x 3 matrices, which could not be expressed as 
products of six Poisson matrices, has been an open one. Johansen and 
Ramsey [7] gave the example of the matrix, whose entries depended on two 
parameters, which they believed for the proper choice of the values of the 
parameters could be expressed as a product of seven but not six Poisson 
matrices. Goodman [4] conjectured (Strong Bang-Bang conjecture) that one 
needs only six factors in a Bang-Bang representation of a 3 x 3 embeddable 
matrix. This conjecture has been plausible since six is the dimension of the 
space of 3 x 3 embeddable matrices. 
In this paper we give a counterexample to Goodman’s conjecture; we 
present a 3 x 3 stochastic matrix which can be expressed as a product of 
seven but not six Poisson matrices. The problem of proving or providing 
counterexamples to Goodman’s conjecture has been an important one. If 
indeed six were a bound for a number of Poisson matrices in Bang-Bang 
representations for 3 x 3 embeddable matrices, then, in view of the work in 
Frydman [2], who gave the necessary and sufficient conditions for a 3 X 3 
stochastic matrix to be embeddable by at most six Poisson matrices, the 
embedding problem for 3 x 3 stochastic matrices would have been 
completely solved. The fact that six is not a bound for a number of Poisson 
matrices needed in Bang-Bang representations for 3 x 3 embeddable 
matrices raises the possibility that no uniform bound for the number of 
factors needed exists and directed our work on the embedding problem 
towards finding the better upper bound for the number of Poisson matrices 
needed than the one given by Johansen and Ramsey [ 71. 
In the second part of this paper we obtain new, much sharper bounds than 
those given by Johansen and Ramsey [7]. For 3 x 3 matrices with deter- 
minants 26 we obtain the best possible result: An embeddable 3 x 3 matrix 
P with det P > $ can be expressed as a product of at most six Poisson 
matrices. This provides a complete solution to the embedding problem for 
the class of 3 x 3 matrices with determinants a$. We next consider the 
3 x 3 matrices with determinants <$ and obtain the following result: The 
number of Poisson matrices needed in a Bang-Bang representation of an 
embeddable 3 x 3 matrix P is bounded by 5k - 2 if (l/2. 8k-‘) < 
det P < (1/8k-‘) and is bounded by 5k - 1 if (1/8k) < det P < (l/2 . 8kp ‘), 
k = 2, 3, 4 ,.... 
The essential concepts employed in obtaining these results are the concept 
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of a minimal Bang-Bang representation. introduced in Frydman [ 21 and the 
concept of regular matrix introduced by Johansen and Ramsey [7]. By 
combining these concepts we prove new properties of minimal Bang-Bang 
representations. From these we derive the new upper bound. 
The significance of the new upper bound lies in its application to deciding 
the embeddability of a 3 X 3 stochastic matrix. Frydman [2] described the 
algorithm for determining the embeddability of a 3 X 3 stochastic matrix P. 
The level of computational complexity of this algorithm depends on the 
upper bound for the number ‘of Poisson matrices needed in a Bang-Bang 
representation of P. The new bound makes this algorithm much more prac- 
tical. 
In Section 1 we introduce necessary definitions and state two main results 
from Frydman [2] on which the counterexample to Goodman’s conjecture is 
based. The counterexample is presented in Section 2. In Section 3 we prove 
new properties of minimal Bang-Bang representations, the concept of which 
was introduced but not explored from the present perspective in Frydman 
[2]. In Section 4 using these properties we derive the results concerning 
upper bounds. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND PREVIOUS RESULTS 
Throughout this paper, unless otherwise indicated, P = ]]pii]] denotes a 
3 x 3 stochastic matrix with all elements positive. Let E, be a matrix with 
elements 
LEijlmk = l if m=i, k=j, 
=o otherwise. 
Let A,(u) denote the Poisson matrix: A,(u) = Z - uE,, + uE,, 0 < u ( 1, 
and let Z,(c) = Z + cEii - cE,, c = (u/l - u), be the inverse of A,(u). 
Let S be the set of permutations of (1, 2, 3), i.e., S = {(i,j, k)l(i,j, k) is a 
permutation of (1, 2, 3)}. We next define 
Tij  = Pji Pkk - Pjk Pki > ‘ii = Pjj Pkk - Pjk Pu 7 (i,j, k) E S. 
These quantities are related in the following way to second-order minors. 
M,, Mii of P: T, = (-l)i+i-l M,, Tii = Mii. Finally, let 
and 
T 
B(n, ml = P,~ P,,,, *, n, m = 1, 2, 3. 
P mn 
B(P) = max B(n, m). 
n.m 
For the rationale behind these definitions see Frydman [ 1,2]. 
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With these definitions we can state two main results from Frydman [2] 
concerning embeddability of 3 x 3 matrices with all entries positive. (For 
3 x 3 matrices with some zero entries the embedding problem has been 
solved completely, see Frydman [ 1 ] .) 
THEOREM 1.1. A necessary and suflcient condition for a positive matrix 
P to be embeddable by at most six Poisson matrices is B(P) > det P > 0 or 
that 3(i,j,k)ES and O<c<Fij,, where Eij = min(Pijlpii, Pkj/Pki 7 PjjlPji> 
such that 
B,(j, i) = det P, > 0 where P, = PZ,(C). (1.1) 
Equation (1.1) is equivalent to the following quadratic equation in c: 
pji pii Tjjc2 + pii(det P - pjj Tjj - pji T,,) c 
+ pii pjj Tji - pij det P = 0. (1.2) 
In order to study embeddability of stochastic matrices which do not 
satisfy conditions of Theorem 1.1, Frydman [ 21 introduced a concept of a 
minimal Bang-Bang representation. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A minimal Bang-Bang representation (MBBR) for an 
embeddable matrix P is that Bang-Bang representation for P which consists 
of the smallest number of Poisson matrices among all possible Bang-Bang 
representations for P. 
The next theorem describes the structure of a MBBR. 
THEOREM 1.2. The MBBR for an embeddable matrix P such that 
B(P) < det P has the cyclic structure 
P= [Aij(u,)Aki(UZ)Ajk(U3)1[Aij(Uq)Aki(US)Ajk(U6)1 ... 
=pL for some (i, j, k) E S, 
where the last cycle may consist of one, two, or three Poisson matrices, and 
(1) B (fi,b)=det (fI,A$ 
(2) B (~~A,)<det(~~A,)forevery6~lGM 
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Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 say that an embeddable matrix P either satisfies 
B(P) > det P or its MBBR has a cyclic structure with properties (1) and (2). 
2. COUNTEREXAMPLE TO THE STRONG BANG-BANG CONJECTURE 
According to Theorem 1.2 the necessary condition that a product of seven 
Poisson matrices cannot be expressed as a product of six Poisson matrices is 
that it has a cyclic structure. Thus in looking for counterexamples the idea 
was to construct cyclic products of seven Poisson matrices and check 
whether or not they satisfy necessary and sufficient conditions for embed- 
dability by six Poisson matrices given in Theorem 1.1. 
Below we give an example of the cyclic product of seven Poisson matrices 
which cannot be expressed as a product of six Poisson matrices since it does 
not satisfy conditions of Theorem 1.1. In the example the cyclic product of 
seven Poisson matrices is of the form 
EXAMPLE. u, =0.5, u, =0.6, uj =0.7, u4 =0.6, u, =0.9, u, =0.2, 
u, = 0.2, 
Computation gives B(P) < det P and for (i,j, k) # (3,2, 1) the discriminants 
of quadratic equations (1.2) are negative. For (i, j, k) = (3, 2, 1) the 
discriminant of a quadratic equation (1.2) is positive but min(c, , c2) > Fjz, 
where c,, c2 are solutions of this equation. 
3. PROPERTIES OF A MINIMAL BANG-BANG REPRESENTATION 
The basic property of a MBBR will be obtained from Theorems 1.1 and 
1.2 in conjunction with the two lemmas stated below. 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume that for some (i, j, k) E S, B(i, i) < det P and 
B(j, i) = det P > 0. Then P is embeddable by flue Poisson matrices. 
ProoJ: This is Lemma 2.2 of Frydman [2]. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose det P > 0 and B(P) < det P. Let P, = Z,(c) P-for 
some (i, j, k) E S. Assume that there exists c > 0 such that (c/l + c) < b, = 
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min(pii/pji,pij/&j,pikjpjk) and B,(j, i) > det P,. Then there exists c > 0 such 
that c/l + c < b, and B,(j, i) = det P, . 
Proof. This lemma is a counterpart of Lemma 2.3 in Frydman [2] in the 
sense that it deals with left rather than right multiplication of a stochastic 
matrix by an inverse of a Poisson matrix. The proof is analogous to the 
proof of that lemma. 1 
Suppose P is an embeddable matrix with B(P) < det P. Let 
AijAkiAj,AijAki -.a = fi A,,,, M> 6, 
be a MBBR for P. We will denote by A,,, the following subproduct of 
H:=,A,,,: 
A,,,=A A p+l p+2 -*- A P+l wherep>O, i> l,t+p,<M. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A,,, be any subproduct of MBBR with I > 6. Then 
B(A,,,) < det (A,,,). 
Proof. The statement of the theorem is obviously true for I > 6. Since if 
B(A,,,) >, det(A,*,), then by Theorem 1.1 matrix A,,, can be represented as a 
product of at most six Poisson matrices, contradicting the fact that A,,, is a 
subproduct of MBBR. Next suppose I= 6. Then by Theorem 1.2 
%%.d < det(4.d. B 
For P>O but such that p+6<M consider A,,, and 
P’=A A ptl pt2 ..a A,,,. The product A,,, is a product of the first six Poisson 
matrices in the MBBR for P’. Hence again by Theorem 1.2 
B(A,,,) < det(A,,,). Ifp + 6 = M and M > 6, that is, we consider the product 
of the last six Poisson matrices in MBBR, we apply Lemma 3.2 to A,,,. We 
have A,,, = A;‘A,-,,, and 
WA,- 1,7) < det(A,- d (3.1) 
If B(A,,,) > det(A,%,) then by Lemma 3.2 there exists Ai such that if we let 
P, = AL-IA,-,,, then B,(j, i) = det P, and by Lemma 3. I P, is embeddable 
by five Poisson matrices if we can show that B,(i, i) < det P,. Now B,(i, i) = 
pi,‘) q,” = [( 1 + c)pii - cpji] Tii. If Tii < 0 then clearly B,(i, i) < det P, . If 
Tii > 0 then B,(i, i)< (1 + c)piiTii< det P, by (3.1). Hence P, can be 
embedded by five Poisson matrices and consequently A,- 1,7 by six, 
contradicting the fact that A,- 1.7 is a subproduct of a MBBR. Hence 
W,,,) < WA,,,). 1 
In order to study further the properties of a MBBR we need the definition 
of a regular matrix introduced by Johansen and Ramsey [ 71. 
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DEFINITION 3.1. We call a matrix P regular if all its principal minors 
are positive, i.e., if Tii > 0 for all 1 ,< i & 3. 
Regular matrices have the following important property. 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose P is a regular matrix with B(P) > det P > 0. Let 
P, = PA, and P, = A,P, where A, is an arbitrary Poisson matrix. Then 
B(P,) > det P,, m = 1,2. 
Proof: The lemma for P, has been proved by Johansen and Ramsey [7] 
and for P, it follows easily from Corollary 4.1 of Frydman [ 11. 1 
An arbitrary cyclic product of five Poisson matrices has the following 
property. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let P= Aij(ul) Aki(u*) Ajk(u~) Aij(u,) A,i(u,) for some 
(i,j, k) E S. Then B&J) = det P. 
Proof. Follows immediately by expressing elements of P in terms of u,, 
1 <m < 5. We have 
+ UlU3U5 + u4(1 - u,) 
pji=U3U5 pjj= 1 - uj Pjh = U,(l - US> 
P&i = uZ(l - ud) Pkj = UZ U4 Pkk = c1 - d1 - uSI 
+ (1 - %I us 
Now simple computation gives B&J) = nk= 1 (1 - urn) = det P. fl 
By combining Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 and Theorem 3.1 we get the main 
result of this section. 
THEOREM 3.2. The subproduct of order 5 in a MBBR cannot be a 
regular matrix. 
Proof By Lemma 3.4, B(A,,,) > det(A,,,). Assume that for some p A,,, 
is a regular matrix. Then by Lemma 3.3, if p + 6 Q M, the matrix A,,, = 
A,,Jp+6 satisfies B(A,,,) > det(A,,,), while if p + 6 > M, the matrix 
A P- I.6 = A,A,,5 satisfies B(Ap- ,,6) > det(A,- ,,6). By Theorem 3.1, since 
A,,6 and ApI. are subproducts of order 6 a MBBR, this is impossible. 
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4. AN UPPER BOUND FORTHE NUMBER OF POISSON MATRICES IN A MBBR 
LEMMA 4.1. Let P=Aij(U1)Aki(U*)Ajk(U3)Aij(Uq)Aki(US)=n:,=1Am 
for some (i,j, k) E S. If (i) det(A,) > i, 1 < m < 4, or (ii) det P > i then P is 
regular. 
ProoJ: Regularity of P in case (i) follows immediately upon computation 
of the principal minors of P, which are: Tii = (1 - u5)[ (1 - uj)(l - u,) - 
~*~3~41~ Tjj=(l -uJ(l -u,)[(l -u,)(l -uJ-u,uZu3],Tkk=(1 -u,) 
I(1 - kJ(l - 4 - u~u,u,]. If det P>{ then u,,,u,<f for l<m#1<5 
since u,uI > $ would imply that (1 - u,)(l - uJ < (1 - (1/2u,))(l - u,) < & 
which is impossible. Thus using u, u2 < f and nir, (1 - u,) > Q, 
u,(l -~,)<a we get (1 -u,)(l -u,)-u1u2u3&(1/(1 -z+))($-+uiu,) 
> 0, that is, Tjj > 0. Identical argument shows that T,, > 0 and Tii > 0. 
COROLLARY 4.1. IfA,,, is a subproduct of a MBBR, then det(A,*,) < $. 
Proof. Follows immediately from Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 4.1. 
THEOREM 4.1. If P is an embeddable matrix with det Pa Q then 
B(P) > det P and P can be embedded by at most six Poisson matrices. 
Proof. Suppose B(P) < det P. Then Corollary 4.1 implies that det P < $ . 
Contradiction: Hence B(P) > det P and by Theorem 1.1 P = nh, _, A,,, . 
THEOREM 4.2. Let P be an embeddable matrix with B(P) < det P. If 
(l/2 . gk-‘) < det P < (1/8k-‘) the upper bound for the number of Poisson 
matrices needed in a MBBR for P is 5k- 2; if(1/8k)< det P < (l/2 . Sk-‘) 
the upper bound is 5k - 1, k = 2, 3,4 . . . . 
Proof. If det P > (1/8k) then by Corollary 4.1 we cannot have more then 
k - 1 products of order 5 in a MBBR of P. Thus we can have at most 
5(k - 1) + 4 = 5k - 1 Poisson matrices in a MBBR of P. If det 
P > (l/2 . Sk-‘) then by what we just proved a MBBR for P has at most 
5k - 1 Poisson matrices. Suppose that a MBBR for P has exactly 5k - 1 
Poisson matrices and therefore is of the form 
Sk-l 
I== n A,=4,4,sA,o,s ..*A~k-w,.s. 
m=l 
By Corollary 4.1 det(A,,,) < $, p = 4 ,..., (k - 1) 5 - 1. Then det P > 
(l/2 . gk-‘) implies that det(A,,,) > 4, which in turn implies by 
Lemma 4.1(i) that matrix A,,, is regular. By Theorem 3.2 this is impossible. 
Hence if (l/2 . gkp’) < det P < (1/8k-‘) the bound is 5k - 2. 
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